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Abstract—Motivated by the study of matrix elimination
orderings in combinatorial scientiﬁc computing, we utilize
graph sketching and local sampling to give a data structure
that provides access to approximate ﬁll degrees of a matrix
undergoing elimination in polylogarithmic time per elimination
and query. We then study the problem of using this data
structure in the minimum degree algorithm, which is a widelyused heuristic for producing elimination orderings for sparse
matrices by repeatedly eliminating the vertex with (approximate) minimum ﬁll degree. This leads to a nearly-linear
time algorithm for generating approximate greedy minimum
degree orderings. Despite extensive studies of algorithms for
elimination orderings in combinatorial scientiﬁc computing,
our result is the ﬁrst rigorous incorporation of randomized
tools in this setting, as well as the ﬁrst nearly-linear time
algorithm for producing elimination orderings with provable
approximation guarantees.
While our sketching data structure readily works in the
oblivious adversary model, by repeatedly querying and greedily updating itself, it enters the adaptive adversarial model
where the underlying sketches become prone to failure due
to dependency issues with their internal randomness. We show
how to use an additional sampling procedure to circumvent this
problem and to create an independent access sequence. Our
technique for decorrelating interleaved queries and updates to
this randomized data structure may be of independent interest.

structures are adaptive—meaning that subsequent updates
may depend on the output of previous queries. A classical
example of this paradigm is the combination of greedy algorithms with data structures, including Dijkstra’s algorithm
for computing shortest paths and Kruskal’s algorithm for
ﬁnding minimum spanning trees. The limitations imposed
by adaptive adversaries are beginning to receive attention in
the dynamic connectivity [29] and spanner [5] literature, but
even for these problems there remains a substantial gap between algorithms that work in the adaptive adversary model
and those that work only against oblivious adversaries [25].
Motivated by a practically important example of adaptive
invocations to data structures for greedy algorithms, we
study the minimum degree algorithm for sparse matrix
factorization and linear system solving [10]. This heuristic
for precomputing an efﬁcient pivot ordering is ubiquitous
in numerical linear algebra libraries that handle large sparse
matrices, and relies on a graph-theoretic interpretation of
Gaussian elimination. In particular, the variables and nonzeros in a linear system correspond to vertices and edges in a
graph, respectively. When the variable associated with vertex
u is eliminated, a clique is induced on the neighborhood
of u, and then u is deleted from the graph. This heuristic
repeatedly eliminates the vertex of minimum degree in this
graph, which corresponds to the variable with the fewest
nonzeros in its row and column.
Computing elimination orderings that minimize the number of additional nonzeros, known as ﬁll, has been shown to
be computationally hard [30], [34], even in parameterized
settings [7], [23]. However, the practical performance of
direct methods has greatly beneﬁted from more efﬁcient
algorithms for analyzing elimination orderings [3], [9]. Tools
such as elimination trees [17] can implicitly represent ﬁll in
time that is nearly-linear in the number of original nonzeros,
which allows for efﬁcient prediction and reorganization of
future computation and, more importantly, memory bandwidth. In contrast to the abundance of algorithms built
on examining elimination orderings via implicit representation [21], [31], surprisingly little attention has been given to

I. I NTRODUCTION
Randomization has played an increasingly fundamental
role in the design of modern data structures. The current
best algorithms for fully-dynamic graph connectivity [28],
[29], shortest paths [1], graph spanners [4], maximal matchings [32], and the dimensionality-reductions of large matrices [24], [26] all critically rely on randomization. An
increasing majority of these data structures operate under
the oblivious adversary model, which assumes that updates
are generated independently of the internal randomness used
in the data structure. In contrast, many applications of data
This document is an extended abstract which has neither full proofs
nor our full set of results. Readers are strongly encouraged to read
the full version of the paper [12] instead, which can be found at
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.04239.
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sampling [11]) are new additions to combinatorial scientiﬁc
computing.
The primary focus of this paper is modifying the guarantees in the oblivious adversary model from Theorem 1 to
work within a greedy loop (i.e. an adaptive adversary) to give
Theorem 2. However, we do not accomplish this by making
the queries deterministic or worst-case as in [5], [28], [29].
Instead, we use an external randomized routine for estimating ﬁll degrees to create a ﬁxed sequence of updates. The
randomness within the sketching data structure then becomes
independent to the update sequence, but its internal state
is still highly useful for determining which vertices could
have approximate minimum degree. We then efﬁciently
construct the update sequence using recent developments for
randomized graph algorithms that use exponential random
variables [27]. Our use of sketching can also be viewed as
a pseudodeterminstic algorithm whose goal is to efﬁciently
recover a particular sequence of vertices [13], [18]. We
believe that both of these views are valuable to the study
of randomness and for better understanding the relationship
between oblivious and adaptive adversaries.
Organization: In Section II we formalize the implicit
representation of ﬁll and variants of minimum degree orderings. In Section III we give an overview of our results, along
with a brief description of the algorithms and techniques we
employ. The use of sketching and sampling to obtain our
exact and approximate algorithms are given in Section IV
and Section V, respectively. We also detail our derandomization routine in Section V, which is crucial for using our
randomized data structure against an adaptive adversary. In
Section VI we demonstrate how to estimate ﬁll degrees via
local sampling, and in Section VII we show how to maintain
sketches as vertices are pivoted.

producing elimination orderings implicitly. In the survey by
Heggernes et al. [20], the authors give an O(n2 m) algorithm
for computing a minimum degree ordering, which is more
than the cost of Gaussian elimination itself and signiﬁcantly
more than the nearly-linear time algorithms for analyzing
such orderings [17].
Main Results: We begin our study by combining
implicit representations of ﬁll with graph sketching. The
nonzero entries of a partially eliminated matrix can be
represented as the set of vertices reachable within two hops
in a graph that undergoes edge contractions [17]. This allows
us to incorporate 0 -sketches [8], which were originally
developed to estimate the cardinality of reachable sets of
vertices in directed graphs. By augmenting 0 -sketches with
suitable data structures, we obtain the following result for
dynamically maintaining ﬁll structure.
Theorem 1. Against an oblivious adversary, we can
maintain (1 ± )-approximations to the degrees of the
graph representation of a matrix undergoing elimination in
O(log3 n−2 ) per operation.
We also give an exact version of this data structure for
cases where the minimum degree is always small (e.g.,
empirical performance of Gaussian elimination on grid
graphs [6]). Ignoring issues of potential dependent randomness, the approximation guarantees of this data structure
provide us with an ordering that we call an approximate
greedy minimum degree ordering, where at each step a vertex
whose degree is close to the minimum is pivoted. It is
unclear if such an ordering approximates a true minimum
degree ordering, but such guarantees are more quantiﬁable
than previous heuristics for approximating minimum degree
orderings [2], [20].
However, using this randomized data structure in a greedy
manner exposes the severe limitations of data structures that
only work in the oblivious adversary model. The updates
(i.e. the vertices we eliminate) depend on the output to previous minimum-degree queries, and hence its own internal
randomness. The main result in this paper is an algorithm
that uses dynamic sketching, as well as an additional routine
for estimating degrees via local sampling, to generate an
approximate greedy minimum degree sequence in nearlylinear time against adaptive adversaries.

II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Gaussian Elimination and Fill Graphs
Gaussian elimination is the process of repeatedly eliminating variables from a system of linear equations, while
maintaining an equivalent system on the remaining variables.
Algebraically, this involves taking an equation involving a
target variable and subtracting (a scaled version of) this
equation from all others involving the target variable. We
assume throughout the paper that the systems are symmetric
positive deﬁnite (SPD) and thus the diagonal will remain
positive, allowing for any pivot order. This further implies
that we can apply elimination operations to columns in
order to isolate the target variable, resulting in the Schur
complement.
A particularly interesting fact about Gaussian elimination
is that the numerical Schur complement is unique irrespective of the pivoting order. Under the now standard assumption that nonzero elements do not cancel each other out [15],
this commutative property also holds for the combinatorial
nonzero structure. By interpreting the nonzero structure of a

Theorem 2. Given an n × n matrix A with nonzero graph
structure G containing m nonzeros, we can produce a
(1 + )-approximate greedy minimum degree ordering in
O(m log5 n−2 ) time.
Techniques: Several components of our algorithm are
highly tailored to the minimum degree algorithm. For example, our dynamic sketches and local degree estimation
routine depend on the implicit representation of intermediate
states of Gaussian elimination [17]. That said, our underlying randomized techniques (e.g., 0 -sketches [8] and wedge
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symmetric matrix A as an adjacency matrix for a graph G,
we can deﬁne the change to the nonzero structure of A as
a graph-theoretic operation on G analogous to the Schur
complement.
Our notation extends that of Gilbert, Ng, and Peyton [17],
who worked with known elimination orderings and treated
the entire ﬁll pattern (i.e. additional nonzeros entries) statically. Because we work with partially eliminated states,
we will need to distinguish between the eliminated and
remaining vertices in G. We implicitly address this by letting
x and y denote eliminated vertices and by letting u, v, and
w denote remaining vertices. The following deﬁnition of a
ﬁll graph allows us to determine the nonzero structure on
the remaining variables of a partially eliminated system.

repeatedly eliminates the variable involved in the fewest
number of equations [15]. Although there are many situations where this is suboptimal, it is remarkably effective
and widely used in practice. For example, the approximate
minimum degree algorithm (AMD) [2] is a heuristic for
generating minimum degree orderings that plays an integral
role in the sparse linear algebra packages in MATLAB,
Mathematica, and Julia.
For any elimination ordering (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ), we let Gi
be the graph with vertices u1 , u2 , . . . , ui marked as eliminated and ui+1 , ui+2 , . . . , un marked as remaining. We
denote the corresponding sequence of ﬁll graphs by
+
+
+
+
(G+
0 , G1 , . . . , Gn ), where G0 = G and Gn is the empty
graph. Throughout the paper, we frequently use the notation
[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} when iterating over sets.

Deﬁnition 1. The ﬁll graph G+ = (V + , E + ) is a graph on
the remaining vertices such that the edge (u, v) ∈ E + if u
and v are connected by a (possibly empty) path of eliminated
vertices.

Deﬁnition 3. A minimum degree ordering is an elimination
ordering such that for all i ∈ [n], the vertex ui has minimum
+
ﬁll degree in G+
i−1 . Concretely, this means degi−1 (ui ) =
+
minv∈V + degi−1 (v).

This characterization of ﬁll means that we can readily compute the ﬁll degree of a vertex v, denoted by
deg+ (v) = |N + (v)|, in a partially eliminated state without
explicitly constructing the matrix. We can also iteratively
form G+ from the original graph G by repeatedly removing
an eliminated vertex x along with its incident edges, and
then adding edges between all of the neighbors of x to form
a clique. This operation gives the nonzero structure of the
Schur complement.

i−1

The data structures we use for ﬁnding the vertices with
minimum ﬁll degree are randomized, so we need to be careful to not introduce dependencies between different steps of
the algorithm when several vertices are of minimum degree.
To avoid this problem, we require that the lexicographicallyleast vertex be eliminated in the event of a tie.
Our notion for approximating a minimum degree ordering
is based on ﬁnding a vertex at each step whose degree is
close to the minimum in G+
t , which is the goal of the AMD
algorithm. This decision process has no lookahead, and thus
does not in any way approximate the minimum possible total
ﬁll incurred during Gaussian elimination, which is known to
be NP-complete [34].

Lemma 1. For any graph G = (V, E) and vertex v ∈ V ,
given an elimination ordering S we can compute deg+ (v)
at the step when v is eliminated in O(m) time.
This kind of path ﬁnding among eliminated vertices adds
an additional layer of complexity to our data structures. To
overcome this, we contract eliminated vertices into their connected components (with respect to their induced subgraph
in G), which leads to the component graph.

Deﬁnition 4. A (1+)-approximate greedy minimum degree
ordering is an elimination ordering such that at each step i ∈
+
[n], we have deg+
i−1 (ui ) ≤ (1 + ) minv∈V + degi−1 (v).
i−1

◦
◦
, Vrem
, E ◦ ) to denote the
Deﬁnition 2. We use G◦ = (Vcomp
◦
is formed by
component graph. The set of vertices in Vcomp
contracting edges between eliminated vertices, and the set
◦
. The set of
of vertices that have not been eliminated is Vrem
◦
edges E is implicitly given by the contractions.

III. OVERVIEW
We discuss the main components of our algorithms in
three parts: sketching ﬁll graphs, dealing with adaptive
adversaries using decorrelation, and local estimation of ﬁll
degrees. Lastly, we explain the implications of our results to
the study of algorithms for computing elimination orderings.

Note that G◦ is quasi-bipartite, as the contraction rule
◦
implies there are no edges between vertices in Vcomp
. It will
be useful to refer to two different kinds of neighborhoods in
◦
(v) be
a component graph. For any vertex v in G◦ , let Nrem
◦
◦
, and let Ncomp
(v) denote
the set of neighbors of v are in Vrem
◦
. We also use the notation
the neighbors of v that are in Vcomp
◦
◦
◦
(v)|.
degrem (v) = |Nrem (v)| and deg◦comp (v) = |Ncomp

A. Dynamically Sketching Fill Graphs
The core problem of estimating ﬁll degrees can be viewed
as estimating the cardinality of sets undergoing unions and
deletion of elements. To see this connection, assume for
simplicity that no edges exist between the remaining vertices
in the component graph G◦ . Split each remaining vertex u
into two vertices u1 and u2 , and replace every edge (u, x)
to a component vertex x by the directed edges (u1 , x) and
(x, u2 ). The ﬁll degree of u is the number of remaining

B. Minimum Degree Orderings
The minimum degree algorithm is a greedy heuristic
for reducing the cost of solving sparse linear systems that
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vertices v2 reachable from u1 (not including u1 ). Cohen [8]
developed a nearly-linear time size-estimation framework
for reachability problems using sketching and 0 -estimators.
Adapting this framework to our setting for ﬁll graphs leads
to the following kind of 0 -sketch data structure. We refer
to the set N (u) ∪ {u} as the 1-neighborhood of u, and we
call its cardinality deg(u) + 1 the 1-degree of u.

under the insertion and deletion of elements. This data
structure randomly generates a subset of keys T ⊆ [n] such
that |T | = Θ(log n−2 ), and it returns as its estimate the
scaled intersection n·|S ∩ T | /|T |, which is guaranteed to be
within an n-additive error of the true value |S| by Chernoff
bounds, assuming that T is generated independently of S.
Clearly this cardinality-estimation algorithm works in the
oblivious adversary model. However, an adaptive adversary
can use answers to previous queries to infer the set of secret
keys T in O(n) updates and queries. Consider the following
scheme in Figure 1 that returns S = T .

Deﬁnition 5. A 1-neighborhood 0 -sketch of a graph G is
constructed as follows:
1) Each vertex u ∈ V independently generates a random
key R(u) uniformly from [0, 1).
2) Then each vertex determines which of its neighbors
(including itself) has the smallest key. We denote this
def
by M INIMIZER(u) = arg minv∈N (u)∪{u} R(v).

1) Initialize S = [n].
2) For each i = 1 to n:
a) Delete i from S. If the estimated size of S
changed, reinsert i into S.
3) Return S.

To give some intuition for how sketching is used to
estimate cardinality, observe that choosing keys independently and uniformly at random essentially assigns a random
vertex N (u) ∪ {u} to be M INIMIZER(u). Therefore, the key
value R(M INIMIZER(u)) is correlated with deg(u)+1. This
correlation is the cornerstone of sketching. If we construct
k = Ω(log n−2 ) independent sketches, then by concentration we can use an order statistic of Ri (M INIMIZER(u)) over
all k sketches to give an -approximation of deg(u)+1 with
high probability.
To maintain sketches of the ﬁll graph as it undergoes
vertex eliminations, we ﬁrst need to implicitly maintain the
component graph G◦ (Lemma 10). We demonstrate how to
efﬁciently propagate key values in a sketch as vertices are
pivoted in Section VII. For now, it is sufﬁcient to know that
each vertex in a sketch has an associated min-heap that it
uses to report and update its minimizer. Because eliminating
vertices leads to edge contractions in the component graph,
there is an additional layer of intricacies that we need to
resolve using amortized analysis.
Suppose v is the vertex eliminated as we transition from
G◦t to G◦t+1 . The sketch propagates this information to
relevant vertices in the graph using a two-level notiﬁcation
mechanism. The neighbors of v are informed ﬁrst, and then
they notify their neighbors about the change, all the while
updating the key values in their heaps. While this algorithm
is relatively simple, bounding its running time is nontrivial
and requires a careful amortized analysis to show that the
bottleneck operation is the merging of component vertices.
We demonstrate the working of this two-level notiﬁcation
algorithm for pivoting vertices along with its performance
bounds in Section VII.

Figure 1: An adaptive routine that ampliﬁes the error of a
cardinality-estimation scheme using a ﬁxed sketch.
While the updates performed by a greedy algorithm are
less extreme than this, in the setting where we maintain
the cardinality of the smallest of k dynamic sets, having
access to elements in the minimizer does allow for this kind
of sketch deduction. Any accounting of correlation (in the
standard sense) also allows for worst-case kinds of adaptive
behavior, similar to the scheme above.
To remove potential correlation, we use an external routine that is analogous to the local degree-estimation algorithm used in the approximate minimum degree algorithm
and runs in time close to the degree it estimates. In this
simpliﬁed example above, suppose for each cardinality query
that the data structure ﬁrst regenerates T . Then the probability that i belongs to S is Θ(log n2 /n). Stepping through
all i ∈ [n], it follows that the expected number of deletions
is Θ(log n−2 ), and hence S remains close to size n with
high probability.
Reinjecting randomness is a standard method for decorrelating a data structure across steps. However, if we extend
this example to the setting where we maintain the cardinality
of k sets (similar to our minimum degree algorithm), then
the previous idea requires that we reestimate the size of
every set to determine the one with minimum cardinality. As
a result, this approach is prohibitively expensive. However,
these kinds of cardinality estimations are actually local—
meaning that it is sufﬁcient to instead work with a small
and accurate subset of candidates sets. If we compute the
set with minimum cardinality among the candidates using an
external estimation scheme, then this decision is independent
of the random choice of T in the sketching data structure,
allowing us to use the sketching data structure to generate
the list candidates.
Our algorithm for generating an approximate greedy min-

B. Correlation and Decorrelation
We now discuss how we use the randomized sketching
data structure within a greedy algorithm. We start with a
simple concrete example to illustrate a problem that an
adaptive adversary can cause. Consider a data structure that
uses sketching to estimate the cardinality of a subset S ⊆ [n]
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imum degree ordering relies on a similar external routine
called E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE(u, ), which locally estimates the ﬁll 1-degree of u at any step of the algorithm in
time proportional to deg(u) in the original graph. We further
describe this estimator in Section III-C and present the full
sampling algorithm in Section VI. In Section V we show
that to generate an approximate greedy minimum degree
sequence, it is instead sufﬁcient to pivot the remaining vertex


 · Exp(1)
· E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE (u)
arg min 1 −
log n
u∈V +

•
•

S AMPLE F ROM ROW(A, i): Returns a random column
index j from the nonzero entries of row i of A.
Q UERY VALUE(A, i, j): Returns the value of A(i, j).

D. Signiﬁcance to Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing
Despite the unlikelihood of theoretical gains for solving linear systems by improved direct methods for sparse
Gaussian elimination, we believe our study could inﬂuence
combinatorial scientiﬁc computing in several ways. First,
we provide evidence for the nonexistence of nearly-linear
time algorithms for ﬁnding exact minimum degree orderings
by proving conditional hardness results. Our reduction uses
the observation that determining if a graph can be covered
by a particular union of cliques (or equivalently, that the
ﬁll graph is a clique after eliminating certain vertices) is
equivalent to the orthogonal vectors problem [33]. Assuming
the strong exponential time hypothesis, this leads to a conditional hardness of Ω(m4/3−θ ) for computing a minimum
degree ordering. However, we believe that this result is
suboptimal and that a more careful construction could lead
to Ω(nm1−θ )-hardness.
On the other hand, advances in minimum degree algorithms cannot be justiﬁed in practice solely by worstcase asymptotic arguments. In general, nested dissection
orderings are asymptotically superior in quality to minimum degree orderings [22]. Furthermore, methods based
on Krylov spaces, multiscale analysis, and iterative methods [14], [19] are becoming increasingly popular as they
continue to improve state-of-the-art solvers for large sparse
systems. Such advancements are also starting to be reﬂected
in theoretical works. As a result, from both a theoretical and
practical perspective, we believe that the most interesting
question related to minimum degree algorithms is whether or
not such sequences lead to computational gains for problems
of moderate size.

at each step, where Exp(1) is drawn from an exponential
distribution. We call this the -decayed minimum over all
external estimates.
Analogous to our example of set cardinality estimation
above, evaluating the degrees of every remaining vertex
using E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE at each step is expensive
and leads to a total cost of Ω(nm). However, we can use
the sketching data structure and the following observations
about the perturbation coefﬁcient to sample a small number
of candidate vertices that contains the -decayed minimum.
• For a set of vertices whose degrees are within 1 ±
/ log n of each other, it sufﬁces to consider O(1)
of them by generating the highest order statistics of
exponential random variables in decreasing order.
• By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, if we call E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE, then with
constant probability it will be for the vertex we pivot.
Thus, we can charge the cost of these evaluations to the
original edges and retain a nearly-linear running time.
Invoking E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE only on the candidate
vertices allows us to efﬁciently ﬁnd the -decayed minimizer
in each step, which leads to the nearly-linear runtime as
stated in Theorem 2. The key idea is that any dependence
on the 0 -sketches stops after the candidates are generated,
since their degrees only depend on the randomness of an
external cardinality-estimation routine.

IV. S KETCHING TO C OMPUTE D EGREES
In this section we show that if an 0 -sketch can efﬁciently
be maintained for a dynamic graph, then we can use the same
set of sketches at each step to ﬁnd the vertex with minimum
ﬁll degree and eliminate it. We explore the dynamic 0 sketch data structure for efﬁciently propagating key values
under pivots in detail in Section VII (and for now we
interface it via Theorem 5). This technique leads to improved
algorithms for computing the minimum degree ordering of
a graph, which we analyze in two different settings.
First, we consider the case where the minimum degree at
each step is bounded. In this case we choose a ﬁxed number
of 0 -sketches and keep track of every minimizer of a vertex
over all of the sketch copies. Note that we can always use n
as an upper bound on the minimum ﬁll degree.

C. Local Estimation of Fill Degrees
A critical part of the approximate min-degree algorithm
is the E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE function, which estimates
the ﬁll 1-degree of a vertex u ∈ V + using fresh randomness
and O(deg(u) log2 n−2 ) oracle queries to the component
graph G◦ . At the beginning of [12, Section VI] we show how
to construct a (0, 1)-matrix A where each row corresponds
to a remaining neighborhood of a component neighbor of u.
The number of nonzero columns in A is equal to deg+ (u).
Using only the following matrix operations (corresponding
to component graph oracle queries), we analyze the more
general problem of counting the number of nonzero columns
in a matrix.
• ROW S IZE (A, i): Returns the number of nonzero elements in row i of A.

Theorem 3. There is an algorithm D ELTAC APPED M IN D E GREE that, when given a graph with a lexicographicallyﬁrst min-degree ordering whose minimum degree is always
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in size_of_minimizers returns the (lexicographicallyleast) vertex with minimum degree. Theorem 5 demonstrates
that we can maintain the 0 -sketch data structures efﬁciently.

bounded by Δ, outputs this ordering with high probability in
expected time O(mΔ log3 n) and uses space O(mΔ log n).
Second, we modify the algorithm to compute an approximate minimum degree vertex at each step. By maintaining
Θ(log n−2 ) copies of the 0 -sketch data structure, we are
able to accurately approximate the 1-degree of a vertex
using the (1 − 1/e)-thorder statistic of the key values of its
minimizers. We use the following degree data structure to
abstract this idea, which when given an elimination ordering
directly leads to a nearly-linear time algorithm.

D ELTAC APPED M IN D EGREE(G, Δ)
Input: graph G = (V, E), threshold Δ.
Output: exact lexicographically-ﬁrst min-degree ordering.
1) For each step t = 1 to n:
a) Set ut ← min(size_of_minimizers).
b) D ELTAC APPED M IN D EGREE P IVOT(ut ).
2) Return (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ).

Theorem 4. There is a data structure ApproxDegreeDS
that supports the following methods:
• A PPROX D EGREE DS P IVOT (u), which pivots a remaining vertex u.
• A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT (),
which
provides
balanced binary search tree (BST) containers
V1 , V2 , . . . , VB such that all the vertices in the bucket
Vi have 1-degree in the range [(1 + )i−2 , (1 + )i+2 ].
The memory usage of this data structure is O(m log n−2 ).
Furthermore, if the pivots are picked independently from the
randomness used in this data structure (i.e., we work under
the oblivious adversary model) then:
• The cost of all calls to A PPROX D EGREE DS P IVOT is
bounded by O(m log3 n−2 ).
• The cost of each call to A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT
is bounded by O(log2 n−1 ).

D ELTAC APPED M IN D EGREE P IVOT(u)
Input: vertex to be pivoted u.
Output: updated global state.
1) For each sketch i = 1 to k:
a) (v1 , v2 , . . . , v ) ←
dynamic_sketch[i].P IVOT V ERTEX(u),
the set of vertices in the i-th sketch whose
minimizers changed after pivoting out u.
b) For each j = 1 to :
i) Update the values corresponding to sketch i
in minimizers[vj ].
ii) Update size_of_minimizers entry for
vj with the size of minimizers[vj ].
Figure 3: Pseudocode for the exact Δ-capped min-degree
algorithm, which utilizes the global data structures for
D ELTAC APPED M IN D EGREE deﬁned in Figure 2.

A. Computing the Exact Minimum Degree Ordering
We ﬁrst consider the case where the minimum degree
in each of the ﬁll graphs G+
t is at most Δ. In this case,
we maintain k = O(Δ log n) copies of the 0 -sketch data
structure. By a coupon collector argument, any vertex with
degree at most Δ contains all of its neighbors in its list of
minimizers with high probability. This implies that for each
t ∈ [n], we can obtain the exact minimum degree in G+
t
with high probability. Figure 2 brieﬂy describes the data
structures we will maintain for this version of the algorithm.

Theorem 5. Given i.i.d. random variables R(v) associated with each vertex v ∈ Vt+ , there is a data structure
DynamicSketch that, for each vertex u, maintains the
vertex with minimum R(v) among itself and its neighbors
in G+
t . This data structure supports the following methods:
• Q UERY M IN (u), which returns M INIMIZER (u) for a
remaining vertex u in O(1) time.
• P IVOT V ERTEX (u), which pivots a remaining vertex u
and returns the list of remaining vertices v whose value
of M INIMIZER(v) changed immediately after this pivot.
The memory usage of this data structure is O(m). Moreover,
for any choice of key values R(v):
2
• The total cost of all the pivots is O(m log n).
• The total size of all lists returned by P IVOT V ERTEX
over all steps is O(m log n).

Global Variables: graph G, degree cap Δ.
1) k, the number of sketches set to 10(Δ + 1)log n.
data
structures
2) k
independent
0 -sketch
dynamic_sketch[1], . . . , dynamic_sketch[k].
3) For each vertex u, a balanced binary search tree
minimizers[u] that stores M INIMIZERi (u) across
all i ∈ [k] 0 -sketches.
4) A balanced binary tree size_of_minimizers
on all vertices u with the key of u set to the number
of different elements in minimizers[u].

This theorem relies on intermediate data structures described
in Section VII, so we defer the proof until the end of that
section. Note that this DynamicSketch data structure will
be essential to all of our min-degree algorithms.
Now consider a sketch of G+ and a vertex u with degree
deg+ (u) ≤ Δ. By symmetry of the R(v) values, each vertex
in N + (u) ∪ {u} is the minimizer of u with probability
1/(deg+ (u) + 1). Therefore, if we maintain O(Δ log n)

Figure 2: Global variables for the Δ-capped min-degree
algorithm D ELTAC APPED M IN D EGREE.
Note that if we can efﬁciently maintain the data structures in Figure 2, then querying the minimum element
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independent 0 -sketches, we ensure that we have an accurate
estimation of the minimum ﬁll degree with high probability.
The pseudocode for this routine is given in Figure 3.
We formalize the probability guarantees in Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3, which are a restatement of [8, Theorem 2.1].

To successfully use fewer sketches, for a given vertex u we estimate the cardinality of the set of its minimizers via its order statistics instead of using the exact
cardinality as we did before with the binary search tree
size_of_minimizers[u]. Exploiting correlations in the
order statistics of sketches is often the underlying idea
behind efﬁcient cardinality estimation. In particular, we
make use of the following lemma, which is essentially a
restatement of [8, Propositions 7.1 and 7.2].

Lemma 2. For all vertices u such that deg+ (u) ≤ 2Δ, we
have size_of_minimizers[u] = deg+ (u)+1 with high
probability.
Lemma 3. For all vertices u with deg+ (u) > 2Δ, we have
size_of_minimizers[u] > Δ+1 with high probability.

Lemma 4. Suppose that we
 have k copies of the 0 -sketch
data structure, for k = 50 log n−2 . Let u be any vertex
such that deg(u) + 1 > 2−1 , and let Q(u) denote the
k (1 − 1/e) -ranked key value in the list minimizers[u].
1−
1+
≤ Q(u) ≤ deg(u)+1
with high probability.
Then deg(u)+1

B. Computing an Approximate Minimum Degree
To avoid bounding the minimum ﬁll degree over all
steps, we modify the previous algorithm to obtain an
approximate min-degree vertex at each step. We reduce
the number of 0 -sketches and use the reciprocal of the
(1 − 1/e)-th order statistic to approximate the cardinality
size_of_minimizers[u] (and hence the 1-degree of u)
to obtain a nearly-linear time approximation algorithm.
There is, however, a subtle issue with the randomness
involved with this algorithm. A necessary condition for
the algorithm to succeed as intended is that the sketches
at each step are independent of the past decisions of the
algorithm. Therefore, we must remove all dependencies
between previous and current queries. In Section III-B we
demonstrate how correlations between steps can amplify. To
avoid this problem, we must decorrelate the current state
of the sketches from earlier pivoting updates to the data
structures. We carefully address this issue in Section V.
Instead of simply selecting a vertex with an approximate
min-degree, this algorithm instead requires access to all
vertices whose estimated degree is within a certain range
of values. Therefore, this approximation algorithm uses a
bucketing data structure, as opposed to the previous version
that outputs the vertex to be pivoted. Figure 4 describes the
global data structures for this version of the algorithm.

This idea leads to a subroutine for providing implicit
access to all vertices with approximately the same degree.
This is critical for our nearly-linear time algorithm, and we
explain its intricacies in Section V. The pseudocode for this
subroutine is given in Figure 5.
A PPROX D EGREE DS P IVOT(u)
Input: vertex to be pivoted, u.
Output: updated global state.
1) For each sketch i = 1 to k:
a) (v1 , v2 , . . . , v ) ←
dynamic_sketch[i].P IVOT V ERTEX(u),
the set of vertices in the i-th sketch whose
minimizers changed after we pivot out u.
b) For each j = 1 to :
i) Update the values corresponding to sketch i
in minimizers[vj ], which in turn updates
its k(1 − 1/e) -ranked quantile.
ii) Update the entry for vj in quantile with
the new value of the k(1 − 1/e) -ranked
quantile of minimizers[vj ].
A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT ()
Output: bucketing of the vertices by their ﬁll 1-degrees.
1) For each i = 0 to B = O(log n−1 ):
a) Set Vi to be the split binary tree in
quantile that contains all nodes with
k(1 − 1/e) -ranked quantiles in the range
−(i+1)
−i
, (1 + ) ].
[(1 + )
2) Return (V1 , V2 , . . . , VB ).

Global Variables: graph G, error tolerance  > 0.


1) k, the number of sketches set to 50 log n−2 .
data
structures:
2) k
independent
0 -sketch
dynamic_sketch[1], . . . , dynamic_sketch[k].
3) For each vertex u, a balanced binary search tree
minimizers[u] that stores M INIMIZERi (u) across
all i ∈ [k] 0 -sketches, and maintains the element in
minimizers[u] with rank k (1 − 1/e) .
4) A balanced binary tree quantile over all vertices
u whose key is the k (1 − 1/e) -ranked element in
minimizers[u].

Figure 5: Pseudocode for the data structure that returns
pointers to binary trees containing partitions of the remaining vertices into sets with -approximate degrees.
Observe that because 1-degrees are bounded by n, if we
call A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT then B = O(log n−1 )
with high probability by Lemma 4. Therefore, this data
structure can simply return pointers to the ﬁrst element in

Figure 4: Global variables and data structures for
A PPROX D EGREE DS, which returns (implicit) partitions of
vertices into buckets with -approximate degrees.
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each of the partitions V1 , V2 , . . . , VB . Note that there will
be overlaps between the 1-degree intervals, so determining
which bucket contains a given vertex is ambiguous if its
order statistic is near the boundary of an interval.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 4 is that we can
provide access to approximate min-degree vertices for a
ﬁxed sequence of updates by always returning an entry from
the ﬁrst nonempty bucket.

The most important part of this algorithm is arguably
the use of exponential random variables to construct a
list of candidates that is completely uncorrelated with the
randomness used to generate the 0 -sketches and the choice
of previous vertex pivots.
A PPROX M IN D EGREE S EQUENCE(G, )
Input: graph G with n vertices, error .
Output: (1 + )-approximate min-degree sequence.
1) Set a smaller error ˆ ← /Θ (log n).
2) Initialize the approximate degree reporting data
structure ApproxDegreeDS(G, ˆ).
3) For each t = 1 to n:
a) Compute buckets of 1-degrees (V1 , . . . , VB )
← A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT().
b) Let imin be the min index of nonempty buckets.
c) Set candidates[t] ← ∅.
d) For each i = imin to B, perturb and
rank vertices by their approximate 1-degree,
candidates[t] ← candidates[t] ∪
E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES (Vi , ˆ, i).
e) Trim candidates[t] so that its entries
i
7
(δu , u, i) satisfy (1 − δu ) (1 + ˆ) < (1 + ˆ) ·
j
min(δv ,v,j)∈candidates[t] (1 − δv ) (1 + ˆ) .
f) Let ut be the vertex that is the minimizer
over all (δv , v, i) ∈ candidates[t] of
(1 − δv ) E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE (v, ) .
g) A PPROX D EGREE DS P IVOT (ut ).
4) Return (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ).

Corollary 1. For a ﬁxed ordering (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ), we can
ﬁnd (1 + )-approximate minimum degree vertices in each
of the intermediate states in O(m log3 n−2 ) time.
V. G ENERATING D ECORRELATED S EQUENCES
In this section we present a nearly-linear time (1 + )approximate marginal min-degree algorithm. This algorithm
relies on degree approximation via sketching, as described
in Theorem 4. In particular, it uses the randomized data
structure ApproxDegreeDS, which provides access to
buckets of vertices where the i-th bucket contains vertices
with ﬁll 1-degree in the range [(1 + )i−2 , (1 + )i+2 ].
Theorem 6. The A PPROX M IN D EGREE S EQUENCE algorithm produces a (1 + )-approximate marginal min-degree
ordering in expected O(m log5 n−2 ) time with high probability.
At each step of this algorithm, reporting any member of
the ﬁrst nonempty bucket gives an approximate minimum
degree vertex to pivot. However, such a choice must not have
any dependence on the randomness used to get to this step,
and more importantly, it should not affect pivoting decisions
in future steps. To address this, we introduce an additional
layer of randomization that decorrelates the 0 -sketches and
the choice of vertices to pivot. Most of this section focuses
on efﬁciently decorrelating such sequences.
The pseudocode for A PPROX M IN D EGREE S EQUENCE is
given in Figure 6. This algorithm makes use of the following
global data structures and subroutines.
•
•

•

Figure 6: Pseudocode for the (1 + )-approximate marginal
minimum degree ordering algorithm.
A. Implicitly Sampling -Decayed Minimums
The key idea in this section is the notion of -decay, which
we use to slightly perturb approximate 1-degree sequences.
It is motivated by the need to decorrelate the list of vertices
grouped approximately by their 1-degree from previous
sources of randomness in the algorithm. In the following
deﬁnition, n is the number of vertices in the original graph
before pivoting and c1 > 1 is a constant.

ApproxDegreeDS: Returns buckets of vertices with
approximately equal 1-degrees (Section IV-B).
E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES: Takes a sequence of values that are within 1 ±  of each other, randomly
perturbs the elements, and returns the new (-decayed)
sequence (Section V-A).
E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE: Gives an -approximation to
the 1-degree of any vertex (Section VI).

Deﬁnition 6. Given (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Rk , we construct
the corresponding -decayed sequence (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) by
independently sampling the exponential random variables
δi ∼ ˆ · Exp(1), where ˆ = /(c1 log n) as in line 1 in A P PROX M IN D EGREE S EQUENCE , and letting yi ← (1 − δi ) xi .
We say that the -decayed minimum of (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) is
the value min(y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ).

Theorem 7. There is a data structure that maintains a
component graph G◦ under (adversarial) vertex pivots in
a total of O(m log2 n) time and supports the operation
E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE(u, ), which given a vertex u
and error threshold  > 0, returns with high probability
an -approximation to the ﬁll 1-degree of u by making
O(deg(u) log2 n−2 ) oracle queries to G◦ .

Deﬁnition 7. Given an error  > 0 and an -approximate
1-degree estimation routine E STIMATE 1D EGREE(G, u), an
-decayed minimum degree ordering is a sequence such that:
1) The vertex ut corresponds to the -decayed minimum
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of E STIMATE 1D EGREE G+
t−1 , v over all remaining
+
vertices v ∈ Vt−1
.
+
2) Graph Gt is obtained after eliminating ut from G+
t−1 .

Lemma 6. For any bucket Vi of vertices returned by
A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT, there is a constant c2 > 0
such that all of the approximate 1-degrees are within a factor
of (1 + c2 ˆ) of each other.

Observe that the randomness of this perturbed degree
estimator is regenerated at each step and thus removes any
previous dependence. Next, we show that this adjustment is
a well-behaved approximation, and then we show how to
efﬁciently sample an -decayed minimum degree.

The most important part of E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES
is generating the order statistics efﬁciently. In [12, Figure 9]
(S AMPLE D ECREASING E XPONENTIALS) we show how to
k
in decreasing order
iteratively sample the variables X(i)
using [12, Lemma 5.3]. This technique is critically important
for us because we only consider order statistics satisfying
k
− c2 , which is at most a constant number
the condition X(k)
of variables in expectation.
Next, to show that our algorithm is correct, we must
prove that (1) the algorithm selects a bounded number of
candidates in expectation at each step, and (2) the true decayed minimum belongs to the candidate list. We analyze
both of these conditions in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let Y be an -decayed minimum of
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ). We have Y ≥ (1 − ) min (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )
with high probability.
By the previous lemma, to produce a (1 + )-approximate
marginal minimum degree ordering, it sufﬁces to compute
an -decayed minimum degree ordering. Speciﬁcally, at each
step we only need to ﬁnd the -decayed minimum among the
approximate ﬁll 1-degrees of the remaining vertices. It turns
out, however, that computing the approximate 1-degree for
each remaining vertex in every iteration is expensive, so we
avoid this problem by using E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES on
each bucket of vertices to carefully select a representative
subset of candidates, and then we pivot out the minimizer
over all buckets. The pseudocode for this subroutine is given
in Figure 7, where we again let ˆ = /(c1 log n) for some
constant c1 > 1. Next, we show that this sampling technique
is equivalent to ﬁnding the -decayed minimum over all
remaining vertices with high probability.

Lemma 7. If x1 , x2 , . . . , xk are within a factor
of (1 + c2 ˆ) of each other, then the -decayed
minimum is among the candidates returned by
E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES((x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), ˆ, ·).
Furthermore, the expected number of candidates returned
is bounded by the constant ec2 .
We cannot simply work with the ﬁrst nonempty bucket
because the randomness introduces a 1 ±  perturbation.
Furthermore, the bucket containing the vertex with minimum
degree is dependent on the randomness of the sketches
(as discussed in Theorem 4). To bypass this problem we
inject additional, uncorrelated randomness into the algorithm at each step to ﬁnd O(1) candidates for each of the
O(log nˆ
−1 ) buckets, which increases the number of global
candidates to O(log nˆ
−1 ). Then in the penultimate step of
each iteration, before we compute the approximate 1-degrees
of candidate vertices (which is somewhat expensive), we
carefully ﬁlter the global list so that the global -decayed
minimum remains in the list with high probability.

E XP D ECAYED C ANDIDATES(S, ˆ, label)
Input: sequence S = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ) whose values are
within a factor of (1+c2 ˆ) of each other for some constant
c2 > 0, error ˆ, label corresponding to S.
Output: candidates for the -decayed minimum of S.
1) Sample order statistics from Exp(1) in decreasing
k
k
≥ X(k)
− c2 :
order until X(i)
k
k
k
)←
(X(k) , X(k−1) , . . . , X(k−m+1)
S AMPLE D ECREASING E XPONENTIALS(k, c2 ).
k
.
2) For each i = 1 to m, let δi ← ˆ · X(k−i+1)
3) Assign each δi to an random element sπ(i) in S
without replacement.
4) Return [(δ1 , sπ(1) , label), . . . , (δm , sπ(m) , label)].

Lemma 8. Let (δu , u, i) be the entry over all entries (δv , v, j) ∈ candidates[t] that minimizes
(1 − δv ) E STIMATE F ILL 1D EGREE(v, ). Then with high
i
probability we have (1 − δu ) (1 + ˆ) ≤
7
j
(1 + ˆ) min(δv ,v,j)∈candidates[t] (1 − δv ) (1 + ˆ) .

Figure 7: Pseudocode for generating an expected constantsize list of candidates for the -decayed minimum of a
sequence of values that are within (1 + c2 ˆ) of each other.

Now that we have all of the building blocks for decorrelation via -decayed minimums, we can prove the correctness
of the (1 + )-approximate marginal minimum degree algorithm and bound its running time. Due to space constraints,
we defer the details of the proof to the full version [12,
Section 5.3].

Note that the input sequence to E XP D ECAYED C ANDI requires that all its elements are within a factor of
(1 + c2 ˆ) of each other. We achieve this easily using the
vertex buckets returned by A PPROX D EGREE DS R EPORT in
Section IV-B when ˆ is the error tolerance. The next lemma
shows that the approximate vertex 1-degrees in any such
bucket satisfy the required input condition.
DATES

VI. E STIMATING THE F ILL 1-D EGREE OF A V ERTEX
This section discusses routines for approximating the ﬁll
1-degree of a vertex in a partially eliminated graph. We
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Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 directly imply Theorem 7, which
allows us to efﬁciently estimate the ﬁll 1-degrees of vertices
throughout the algorithm. Once again, we refer the reader
to the full version [12, Section 6 and 7] for the proofs of
Lemmas 9 and 10.

also show how to maintain the partially eliminated graph
throughout the course of the algorithm, which allows us
to prove Theorem 7. The partially eliminated graph we
use for degree estimation is the component graph G◦ ,
where connected components of the eliminated vertices are
contracted into single vertices called component vertices.
See Section II-A for a detailed explanation.
Our goal is to efﬁciently approximate the ﬁll 1-degree of
a given remaining vertex u. By the deﬁnition of ﬁll 1-degree
and the neighborhoods of component
that
 graphs, it follows
◦
◦
(u) ∪ x∈Ncomp
deg+ (u) + 1 = |{u} ∪ Nrem
◦ (u) Nrem (x)|. In
other words, the ﬁll 1-neighborhood of u is set of remaining
1-neighbors of u in the original graph in addition to the
remaining neighbors of each component neighbor of u.
This union-of-sets structure has a natural (0, 1)-matrix
interpretation, where columns correspond to remaining vertices and rows correspond to neighboring component neighborhoods of u (along with an additional row for the 1neighborhood of u). For each row i, set the entry A(i, j) = 1
if vertex j is in the i-th neighborhood set and let A(i, j) = 0
otherwise. The problem can then be viewed as querying for
the number of nonzero columns of A. Speciﬁcally, we show
how one can accurately estimate ﬁll 1-degrees using the
following matrix queries:
• ROW S IZE (A, i): Return the number of nonzero elements in row i of A.
• S AMPLE F ROM ROW (A, i): Returns a column index j
uniformly at random from the nonzero entries of row i
of A.
• Q UERY VALUE (A, i, j): Returns the value of A(i, j).
The main result in this section is the follow matrix sampler.

VII. M AINTAINING G RAPHS U NDER P IVOTS
In this section we discuss how to maintain a dynamic
1-neighborhood sketch (described in Deﬁnition 5) of a ﬁll
graph undergoing vertex eliminations to prove Theorem 5.
Since the minimum key value R(v) in the 1-neighborhood
of a vertex continually changes, we track the minimizer of
a vertex via an eager-propagation routine that informs the
neighbors of a pivoted vertex about its minimum key and
propagates key values throughout the graph as needed.
In Figure 8 we list the data structures used to achieve this.
We give the high-level pseudocode for the core subroutines
P IVOT V ERTEX, M ELD, and I NFORM R EMAINING.
◦
1) A set Vrem
containing the remaining vertices.
◦
containing the component vertices.
2) A set Vcomp
◦
, a corresponding min heap
3) For each x ∈ Vcomp
remaining[x] that contains the key values R(v)
◦
(x).
of its remaining neighbors v ∈ Nrem
◦
4) For each u ∈ Vrem , a min heap fill[u] that
contains the union of remaining[x].M IN() for
◦
(u), as well as
each component vertex x ∈ Ncomp
◦
(u).
the key values of the vertices in Nrem

Figure 8: Data structures needed to maintain G◦ and an 0 sketch of G+ under vertex pivots.
P IVOT V ERTEX(v)
◦
to be pivoted.
Input: G◦t , a vertex v ∈ Vrem
◦
Output: Vertices in Vrem whose M INIMIZERs changed.
◦
(v), remove v and insert
1) For each vertex y ∈ Nrem
remaining[v].M IN() to fill[y].
◦
(v),
2) For each vertex w ∈ Ncomp
a) remaining[w].D ELETE(R(v)).
b) If R(v) was the old minimum in
remaining[w], run I NFORM R EMAINING[w].
c) M ELD(v, w).
3) Report any vertex whose M INIMIZER changes.

Lemma 9. The algorithm E STIMATE N ONZERO C OLUMNS
uses the three operations above that takes as input (implicit)
access to a matrix A and an error , and returns an approximation to the number of nonzero columns in A with
high probability. The expected total number of operations
used is O(r log2 n−2 ), where r is the number of rows and n
is the number of columns in A.
Before analyzing this matrix-based estimator, we verify
that Lemma 9 can be used in the graph-theoretic setting to
prove Theorem 7. We use the following tools for querying
degrees and sampling neighbors in a component graph.

Figure 9: Pseudocode for pivoting a vertex.

Lemma 10. We can maintain a component graph under
vertex pivots in a total time of O(m log2 n). Additionally,
this component graph data structure grants O(log n) time
oracle access for:
• Querying the state of a vertex.
• Querying the component or remaining neighborhood
(and hence degree) of a vertex.
• Uniformly sampling a remaining neighbor of a component or remaining vertex.
• Uniformly sampling a random component vertex.

To give some intuition for our algorithm, consider the
case where no vertex is deleted but we merge neighborhoods of vertices. In this case, as the neighborhood of a
particular vertex grows, the expected number of times the
minimum R value in this neighborhood changes is O(log n).
In particular, it is possible for the min at some vertex to
change Ω(n) times due to repeated deletions. As a result, we
can only bound the total, or average number of propagations.
This leads to a much more involved amortized analysis,
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remaining vertex whose M INIMIZER is updated due to the
pivoting.
For every component vertex w such that R(v) is the
minimum value in remaining(w), the routine I NFORM R EMAINING is responsible for updating the contents in
the fill heaps of remaining vertices adjacent to w. This
routine is also required when we merge two component
vertices in the algorithm M ELD, since there are now more
entries in the fill heaps of adjacent remaining vertices.
We break down the cost of calls to I NFORM R EMAINING
into two parts: when it is invoked by P IVOT V ERTEX, and
when it is invoked by M ELD.

where we also use backwards analysis to explicitly bound
the probability of each informing operation.
M ELD(v, w)
Input: A graph state G, two component vertices v and w
to be melded.
◦
(w) whose M INIMIZERs changed.
Output: Vertices in Nrem
1) For x ∈ {v, w}, rx = remaining[x].M IN().
2) WLOG rv < rw . I NFORM R EMAINING(w, rw , rv ).
3) Merge remaining heaps of v and w.
4) Report any vertex whose M INIMIZER changes.
Figure 10: Pseudocode for melding two component vertices.

Lemma 11. The expected total number of updates to remaining vertices made by I NFORM R EMAINING when invoked from P IVOT V ERTEX over any sequence of n pivots
that are independent of the R values is O(m).

I NFORM R EMAINING(w, Rold , Rnew )
◦
, old and
Input: component graph G◦ , a vertex w ∈ Vcomp
◦
new values for Rmin (Nrem (w)): Rold and Rnew .
◦
(w) whose M INIMIZERs changed.
Output: Vertices in Nrem
◦
(w), replace the entry Rold from
1) For each v ∈ Nrem
fill[v] with Rnew .
2) Report any vertex whose M INIMIZER changes.

Lemma 12. Over any ﬁxed sequence of calls to M ELD, the
expected number of updates to the fill heaps in remaining
vertices is bounded by O(m log n).
The above lemmas directly imply the main result for this
section, Theorem 5. We defer the proofs of Lemma 11 and
Lemma 12 to the full version [12, Section 7].

Figure 11: Pseudocode for messaging remaining neighbors.
Given a component graph G◦t and a (remaining) vertex u
to be pivoted, we use the routine P IVOT V ERTEX to produce
a new graph G◦t+1 . In terms of the structure of the graph,
our routine does the same thing as the traditional quotient
graph model for symmetric factorization [16].
Therefore we turn our attention to the problem of maintaining the minimum R values of the neighborhoods. For
◦
, let Rmin (V  ) denote
a subset of vertices V  ⊆ Vcomp
the minimum R value among all its vertices. Speciﬁcally,
◦
(w)) for every
we want to maintain the values Rmin (Nrem
◦
+
◦
. This
w ∈ Vcomp and Rmin (N (v)) for every v ∈ Vrem
update procedure is a notiﬁcation mechanism. When the
status of a vertex changes, we update the data structures of
its neighbors correspondingly. The fill[u] heap will then
give Rmin (N + (u)) and be used to estimate the ﬁll-degree
of each remaining vertex as described in Section IV.
Suppose a remaining vertex v is pivoted. Then, for a component vertex w, the content of remaining[w] changes
only if v is its neighbor. In particular, since v is no longer
a remaining vertex, its entry needs to be removed from
remaining[z]. Since v is now a component vertex, we
need to construct remaining[v] and update the fill
heaps of its remaining neighbors appropriately. Furthermore,
if R(v) was the minimum element in remaining[w], this
is no longer the case and the other remaining neighbors of
w need to be notiﬁed of this (so they can update their ﬁll
heaps). This is done via the call to I NFORM R EMAINING.
The last step consists of melding the (now component)
vertex v with its existing component neighbors via calls
to M ELD. Note that, at all times, we make a note of any
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